2019 Read Alouds: Primary

**Alan’s Big Scary Teeth**
by Jarvis
What shiny-white secret does alligator Alan have unbeknownst to his rainforest friends? He is a scary and fearsome show-off until......

**Dog Rules**
by Jef Czekaj
Two dogs training a new puppy can be tough. Then again, suppose it is a bird instead! Family is family, though!

**Groovy Joe: Dance Party Countdown**
by Eric Litwin
Will it be hard to join Joe’s Bow Wow Disco Dog Party with too many guests? Goodness no! Keep on rocking!

**Alfie: (the turtle that disappeared)**
by Thyra Heder
Nia shares everything with her pet turtle Alfie—even birthdays. Where does Alfie disappear to find Nia a present as nice as she is?

**Help Find Frank**
by Anne Bollman
We need your help in finding Frank, the cute little French bulldog who is lost. Be a detective and follow the clues to track him down.

**Come Home Already!**
by Jory John
Can Duck survive a whole week without his best friend Bear who has gone fishing? Maybe Bear needs a camping buddy!

**Jabari Jumps**
by Gaia Cornwall
Is Jabari ready to take that first big jump off the diving board? See how he finds courage to meet the challenge.

**Cookiesaurus Rex**
by Amy Fellner Dominy
Why would a cookie not mind a nice green suit and top hat to wear? Well, Cookiesaurus Rex is a little cookie with a big attitude in demanding that he be re-decorated! Will he be satisfied?

**Sheep 101**
by Richard T. Morris
When it takes more than 100 sheep to help go to sleep, trouble can ensue when storybook characters come along to help.

**Crunch the Shy Dinosaur**
by Cirocco Dunlap
Can you sing the “Happy Birthday” song softly to wake up a bashful dino named Crunch? He might even paint your name on his big rock.